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ROSTOV-ON-DON: On their home
Champions League group phase debut
Russia’s Rostov were twice pegged back in
an action-packed first-half as PSV Eindhoven
grabbed a 2-2 draw yesterday. Dmitri Poloz
put the Russian rookies ahead twice in the
eighth and 37th minutes as they took the
game to PSV, who on their own 100th
Champions League appearance equalised

first through Davy Propper on 14 and then
Luuk De Jong on the stroke of half time.

Propper could then have sealed the
match on 57 minutes but ‘keeper Soslan
Dzhanaev saved his spot-kick after Cesar
Navas had brought down de Jong in the
area. These two sides both lost on matchday
one, with Rostov being thumped 5-0 at
Bayern Munich while PSV lost 1-0 at home to

Atletico Madrid. Originally a farm machinery
factory side, Rostov are still playing in their
modest 15,000 capacity stadium.  Runners-
up in Russia last season, Rostov however
looked as impressive early on as when they
beat PSV’s Dutch foes Ajax 4-1 in the play-
offs for a 5-2 aggregate win. Poloz scored
Rostov’s first ever goal at home in the com-
petition proper, slotting home after being

well served by Aleksandr Erokhin in the
eighth minute.

Propper’s shot for the equaliser six min-
utes later took a deflection that left
Dzhanaev wrong-footed and silenced the
stadium. But after fine work in the air from
21-year-old Iranian striker Sardar Azmoun,
Poloz hammered home his second after 37
minutes with a fine volley from the edge of

the penalty area. A close range de Jong
header after the ball had hit the post in a
goalmouth scramble then levelled the
scores at 2-2 on the stroke of half-time.

PSV, the 1988 European Cup winners
may be happy with a point but have not
won on their travels in the Champions
League proper since defeating CSKA
Moscow in Russia in 2007/08. — AFP

Plucky Rostov held 2-2 by PSV Eindhoven

LONDON: Arsenal’s Spanish defender Hector Bellerin (R) is tackled by Basel’s Colombian defender Eder Balanta during the UEFA Champions
League Group A football match between Arsenal and FC Basel at The Emirates Stadium in London yesterday. — AFP 

LONDON: Arsenal showed why the Football
Association can only dream of hiring Arsene
Wenger to take charge of England as Theo
Walcott’s double inspired a swaggering 2-0 victo-
ry over Basel in the Champions League yesterday.

The FA’s decision to part ways with disgraced
England manager Sam Allardyce on Tuesday
triggered reports that Gunners boss Wenger is
the governing body’s top choice to become the
national team’s next permanent coach.  But
Wenger admitted several years ago he had
ignored the FA’s overtures once before and, on
the evidence of Arsenal’s burgeoning revival this
season, the poisoned chalice of managing
England is extremely unlikely to be a tempting
prospect.

Coming five days after a 3-0 defeat of Chelsea
that Wenger described as almost perfect, anoth-
er sublime display showed why the Arsenal fans
who called for the Frenchman to quit during a
turbulent last 18 months should be grateful he
decided to stick around for a 20th year with the
Gunners.  Walcott netted twice in the first half at
the Emirates Stadium to leave Arsenal, now
unbeaten in their last eight matches in all com-
petitions, with four points from their first two
Group A matches.  Yet those simple facts don’t
do justice to the total mastery Arsenal displayed
in a spell-binding first half.

Wenger’s team, told by UEFA to wear their

yellow away kit to avoid a colour clash with
Basel’s strip, could have been ahead in the open-
ing moments when Nacho Monreal’s stinging
strike forced Basel goalkeeper Tomas Vaclik into
action. It took only seven minutes for Arsenal to
go ahead as they ripped through the Basel
defence in a swaggering move that showed the
confidence flowing through Wenger’s men at
present.

Santi Cazorla lofted a deft high pass towards
Alexis Sanchez, who timed his run perfectly to
escape Basel’s offside trap and advanced into
the penalty area before looking up to see
Walcott arrowing towards goal.  Sanchez’s cross
arrived with laser-guided precision and England
winger Walcott, showing the renewed desire
which has saved a career in danger of imploding,
powered between two Basel defenders to bury
his header past Vaclik from close-range.

PUT TO THE SWORD 
When Arsenal are at their best, there are few

teams in Europe who are such elegant assassins
and it was a typically rapier thrust that inflicted
the fatal wound on Basel.

Once again it was Sanchez and Walcott who
put Basel to the sword, exchanging passes at
dizzying speed.

Walcott picked out Sanchez, then raced onto
his return ball and, from 12 yards out, drilled low

into the far corner for his fifth goal of the season.
Arsenal were so dominant that every attack car-
ried fresh menace for the Swiss side, who found
themselves chasing their tails again when
Hector Bellerin, Walcott and then Cazorla, with a
sumptuous reverse pass, teed up Sanchez for a
shot that lacked the power to beat Vaclik.
Arsenal midfielder Granit Xhaka must have felt a
pang of sympathy for his brother Taulant Xhaka,
who was a bewildered bystander in Basel’s
defence as the Gunners swept forward time and
again. The scoreline wouldn’t have flattered
Wenger’s rampant side if they had been five
goals ahead by half-time.

Bellerin saw his shot blocked by the over-
worked Vaclik, who also denied Sanchez, while
Mesut Ozil fired into the side-netting in an end-
less tidal wave of Arsenal pressure.

Alex Iwobi was narrowly off-target from the
edge of the area early in the second half and, not
long after, Sanchez should have done better
than poke Walcott’s inviting cross wide from a
good position. 

David Ospina, again preferred to Petr Cech as
Arsenal’s European goalkeeper, was finally called
into action to tip over Birkir Bjarnason’s long-
range effort. But as Arsenal cruised to victory,
Wenger was able to relax on the bench, with
thoughts of filling Allardyce’s shoes surely far
from his mind. — AFP

Walcott at the double as 
rampant Arsenal down Basel

RAZGRAD: Paris Saint-Germain recovered from
a slow start to canter to a 3-1 win at Ludogorets
Razgrad in the Champions League yesterday
night and keep pace with Arsenal at the top of
Group A.

Edinson Cavani scored a brace after Blaise
Matuidi had cancelled out Natanael Pimienta’s
surprise opener for the Bulgarians. But the
French champions, who drew at home to
Arsenal in their opening group encounter, domi-
nated the second half and could easily have
inflicted a much heavier defeat on the Bulgarian
minnows, who are playing in the Champions
League group stage for only the second time.

PSG could have been off to a dream start but
Cavani’s snap shot from just outside the area
curled agonisingly beyond the corner of post
and bar.

Ludogorets wasted a three-on-one counter-
attack but nonetheless took the lead on the
quarter hour as Natanael curled home a free-
kick from a tight angle.

Alphonse Areola in the PSG goal was unsight-
ed as his wall in front of him disintegrated, with
Cavani the chief culprit. PSG were struggling to
create anything, although Lucas dragged a shot
wide from distance.

But five minutes before the break, inspira-
tional midfielder Marco Verratti managed to
unlock the Bulgarians’ defence, threading the
ball through for Matuidi-who had just about
stayed onside-to stroke home the equaliser.

Cavani was having a typically industrious and
wayward night and started the second half by
screwing a shot well beyond the upright.

Moments later, Angel Di Maria spun on a six-
pence on the edge of the box but fired just past
the woodwork before then aiming a tame effort
straight at goalkeeper Vladislav Stoyanov.

PSG were ratcheting up the pressure with
chances aplenty testing the Ludogorets back
line, but Di Maria proved wasteful again with a

cross-cum-shot that neither troubled Stoyanov
nor gave Cavani a chance to convert at the back
post. Yet those two did combine to give PSG the
lead on 56 minutes with Cavani flicking home Di
Maria’s free-kick with his head.

Almost immediately, though, the Parisians
gave away a penalty as Thiago Motta bizarrely
threw himself in kamikaze NFL-style blocking
fashion across Marcelinho to deny the Brazilian-

born player a clear goal-scoring chance.
Areola made amends by saving Cosmin Moti’s

spot-kick. And PSG went straight up the other
end where the livewire Cavani got across a pon-
derous Moti to convert Lucas’s cross.

Cavani and Matuidi squandered good
chances before Stoyanov made a sprawling save
to beat out a Di Maria free-kick, but by then the
match was long over as a contest. — AFP

NAPLES: Not missing Gonzalo Higuain in the
least, Napoli tightened its grip on Group B of
the Champions League with a convincing 4-
2 win over Benfica yesterday. Captain Marek
Hamsik opened the scoring with a header
after 20 minutes, and Napoli opened the
floodgates early in the second half with three
goals - two of them from Dries Mertens - in
the space of seven minutes.

Mertens scored his first with a beautiful
free kick that floated over Benfica’s wall
before dipping down into the net.
Arkadiusz Milik, the 22-year-old Poland cen-
ter forward brought in to replace Higuain,
converted a penalty before Mertens added
another from close range after goalkeeper
Julio Cesar made a miscalculation.

Substitutes Goncalo Guedes and
Eduardo Salvio scored late for Benfica.
Having opened with a come-from-behind
2-1 win at Dynamo Kiev, Napoli has six
points from two games and looks improved
despite Higuain’s Italian-record transfer to
domestic rival Juventus for 90 million euros
($99 million). After two seasons without
Champions League action, the scene at
Napoli’s San Paolo stadium was electric.
Perhaps the only hindrance to the match
being a sellout were expensive ticket prices,
with the cheapest seats selling for 40 euros
($45). In a protest against the high costs, a

banner hanging from the Curva B where
Napoli’s hard-core “ultra” fans sit proclaimed
the area the “Settore popolare” - working
class sector. Napoli controlled the game
right from the start, with Milik set up by a
long pass from Faouzi Ghoulam only to pro-
duce a weak shot on goal less than 20 sec-
onds after kickoff.

Benfica came close a few minutes later
when Nelson Semedo rolled a cross into the
area, before defender Elseid Hysaj was able
to clear the danger.

Also early on, Napoli lost key center back
Raul Albiol to an apparent muscle strain.
The Spaniard was replaced by Nikola
Maksimovic, who made his Napoli debut
with the poise of a veteran.

A minute before Hamsik’s opener,
Benfica defender Alex Grimaldo prevented
a golden opportunity for the hosts with an
acrobatic interception of a cross from
Mertens that was heading directly for Jose
Callejon in front of the goal. 

Hamsik then beat his marker to meet a
corner from Ghoulam and deliver a header
inside the near post for his 101st goal in a
Napoli shirt, placing him within 14 goals of
Diego Maradona’s club record. Benfica sore-
ly missed injured striker Jonas, the Brazilian
who scored 32 goals in 34 Portuguese
league matches last season. — AP

Cavani grabs brace as 
PSG coast in Bulgaria

SOFIA: Paris Saint-Germain’s French midfielder Blaise Matuidi (R) kicks to score during the
UEFA Champions League Group A football match between Ludogorets Razgrad and Paris
Saint-Germain (PSG) at Vasil Levski National Stadium in Sofia yesterday. — AFP

No Higuain, no problem
as Napoli beat Benfica 

NAPLES: Benfica’s midfielder Pizzi (C) vies with Napoli’s midfielder from Brazil
Jorginho during the UEFA Champions League football match SSC Napoli vs SL
Benfica yesteday at the San Paolo stadium in Naples. — AFP 

ISTANBUL: Dynamo Kiev’s Mykola Morozyuk (R) heads the ball with Besiktas’Adriano
Correia Claro (L) during the UEFA Champions League football match between
Dynamo Kiev and Besiktas at the Vodafone Arena in Istanbul yesterday. — AFP 

ISTANBUL: Dynamo Kiev substitutes
Nikita Korzun and teenage star Viktor
Tsygankov made crucial impacts as the
Ukrainians battled to a 1-1 Champions
League draw at Besiktas yesterday. Korzun
gave away the free-kick that led to
Besiktas’s first-half opener in Istanbul
before Tsygankov came off the bench in
the second period to secure a point for
Dynamo.

Besiktas, playing their first home tie in
the group stage in seven years, went into
the game having snatched a last-gasp 1-1
draw at Benfica in their opener.

Dynamo, meanwhile, slumped to a 2-1
defeat at home to Group B favourites
Napoli. Goalkeeper Artur Rudko was hand-
ed a Champions League debut by Dynamo
coach Serhiy Rebrov while Cameroon strik-
er Vincent Aboubakar, who scored twice for
Porto against the Ukrainians in the
Champions League last season, was pre-
ferred to top-scorer Cenk Tosun in the
Besiktas starting line-up.  It was another ex-
Porto man who opened the scoring for the
Turks after 29 minutes when veteran
winger Ricardo Quaresma drove a clever

free-kick past Rudko from 22 yards and into
the top-left corner.

The foul was conceded by Korzun, who
had only been on the pitch for five minutes
as a replacement for the injured Vitaly
Buyalskiy.  The 33-year-old Quaresma
almost had a second goal eight minutes
from the interval but skewed a right-foot
shot just wide of the upright after being
put through by Andreas Beck.

It would have been a deserved goal for
the Turks who had dominated the opening
45 minutes with their goalkeeper Fabri only
called on once to punch away a free-kick
by Mykola Morozyuk.

Dynamo stepped on the gas in the early
stages of the second half with skipper
Andriy Yarmolenko and Domagoj Vida see-
ing attempts thwarted while Fabri pulled
off a fine double save to keep out Denys
Garmash.  However, their pressure was
rewarded after 67 minutes when Tsygankov
levelled, three minutes after coming on as a
substitute for Derlis Gonzalez.

It again came from a set-piece when
Serhiy Rybalka’s free-kick was met by 18-
year-old Tsygankov at the far post. — AFP

Substitutes make impact in 
Besiktas, Dynamo stalemate


